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ABSTRACT 

The body's role in personality developmert. and 

psychotherapy :is investigated. The "mind,loody split" 

which pervades our culture prevents us from fuJly 

experiencing bodily sensation. 

This phenomenon is deeply rooted in the i;:sychophysi.cal 

dualism pcstulated by Descartes, and chapter one 

inquires into the reasons why his theories took hold so 

firmly. There is a prevailing tendency to treat mind and 

body as separate entities, and I examine the reasons for 

this. The emctions appear to be a link between body and 

mind, but this is specifically where resiaance can 

enter in. 

In chapter two, we look at the proce:B in terms of one's 

perronal history. our culture has tried to govern child

rearing practices via rational thought processes, and 

the importance of touch and holding has been de

emphasized. The body plays a role in repreg;:ing painful 

experiences, and these memories may become en.scribed in 

the musculature. Parents unconsciously communicate their 

own unresolved issues to their children through their 

movement patterns. There are physiological mechanisms at 

work here, which we will discuss. I also describe how 

the stages of ob~ct: relations pertain. 



cha~er three looks into some forms of body

oriented therapy which address e mctional conflict. wese 

approaches include dance-movement therapy, somatic

emotirnal processing, somatcsynthesis, concretiZation in 

drama therapy, Mindeil.'s drea rnbody work, and body-

oriented dream work theatre. currently there is a trend 

towards using the mind to help heal the body, (e.g._ 

mental imagery with cancer patients.) Here the focus is 

on the reverse process: how working with the body can 

enhance and deepen the therapy process, and perhap:; 

begin to integrate body and E=SYChe. 
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Exactly where you are at this very moment, 
there is a house that bears your name. 
you're its sole owner, but a very long time ago, 
you lost the keys. so you stay outside; 
you're familiar only with the facade. 
That house, the hideaway of your most deeply 
buried, repressed me ma:ies , jg your body. 

[ aertherat,19 89, pix] 
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Introduction 

Last night, I was waning for someone in an 

apartment with no mirrors. I began dancing to some m usi.c 

that was playing, and took as a partner a wispy 

shadow that the early evening sun threw aga:i..nst= a wall. 

My S1adow was defined enough to receive the subleties of 

my movements, and transform them into something "other" , 

ndc of myself. Still, after awhile I nd:iced that the 

shadow was not enough: I had to find a mirror. I needed 

to affirm my existence from the outside, to be 

reassured that the facade was still intact. 

Reflecting on this now, a childhood experience 

comes to mind, and begins to make sense to me. While I 

was performing some action, an inner voice would be 

narrating the events in the third person, as if I were a 

character in a story. I see now that by taking on the 

perspective of a cooly detached ot:server, I coulrl 

control the em d:.ional impact of a situation. And to do 

thls I had to di.stance myself from my body. 

I have always been drawn to dance. Though I became 

convinced years ago that I have no "natural talent", the 

pa$ion never waned. I always believed :it was the 

ultima:e means of uniting body, mind and souJ. I felt I 

should dance more; dancers were "realiy in tooch with 

their bodies". But why did I always feel like r was on 

the outside looking in? 
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There 

the clock 

I am, in my dance clc:6S. 

tickS away the minutes, 

High on the wall, 

the hours, the 

years. And there they are in the front row. The dancers. 

I can see their graceful backs, sometimes a profile, a 

lifted chin. Relertless}j they seek to train, discipline 

and perfect their bodies. Their eyes rarely waver from 

the mirror. 

And there she IB, the dance teacher, bathing us all 

in her reflected glory. I can glimE=Se her as if r'm 

peering through the woods at a sunlit vista. But only a 

few dim , wan remnants reach me in the back row . 

clearJy, in thIB room no one's eyes are on me. Why 

do I feel like they are all watching me, j.ldging me, 

crippling me with my own self-coosciousness? 

What took me years to realize was that I longed to 

be ~en. Even when I danced alone, I placed most of my 

awareness outside of me in the room somewhere: a 

constant presence aJternately adoring and condemning my 

movements. 

Dancing in a group, I could move through a dizzying 

array of e mct:ions: pride, hopefuJness, envy, j:!alousy, 

Yi, anger, lorraliness, despair. M overnent stirred up 

feelings that rarely surfaced eJre where, but they had no 

place in a technique claffi. 

All this emotion wa, proj:!cted outward; inside my 

body there was no Ei=nsation, as if I couldn't move and 

feel at the same time. And even in improvisational 
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movement I could protect myself from letting anything 

new hawen inside, by sticking to my familiar movement 

patterns. While I consci.ously strived to al:er them, 

awarently I was more invested in keeping them the same. 

perhaf:S I sen.sea that if I m o;ed spontaneously, a seldom 

used muscle might tug at a forbidden m em ocy or long

buried feeling. 

I never wanted to vacate my body; fr jJst 

happened, out of my oonsci.ous awareness. For years I 

have been trying to move back in. This thesis is a 

tribute to that struggle, and the extent to which it is 

not mine alone. 

* * * 
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I. The Dismhabited Body 

TO feel at home in one's body. TO know one's seJf 

trom the irnide out, and not require con.start 

verification and legitimization from mirrors, hum an or 

otherwise. To gain the deepest pleasure, comfort and 

security from si. mple, physical activities, such as 

moving, touching, eating, sleeping; instead these 

experiences are often shot through with conflict. 

Why do we lose the keys that wouJd enable us to 

truly live in our bodies? 

• when yoo've lost your body, you need an ism." 
[ Berman,1989,p.343] 

Il1 a book called coming to Our senses: Body and 

Spirit in the Hidden History of the West, Morris Berman 

argues convincing]y thee all of modern culture-the 

"torch of civilization"- is an attempt: to compensate 

for this di.sownership of our bodies. He refers to this 

as "the basic fault"- both in the sense of a mistake, 

and aloo as a crack or rupture that runs like an 

earthquake fault through our personal and collective 

histories, severing us fro rn a primary sense of 

satisfaction [Berman, 1989.) 

Many people move through their o wn lives, arrl 

throogh the lives of those around them , with never a 

thought that anything is missing. Others struggle each 
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day with a vague sense that something is not right. It 

is an inner void or emptiness; Berman uses the term 

"ne mo" borrowed from a John Fowles novel ccilled The 

AristOS[ 1964.] 

our culture provides us with a m ult:iplicity of 

"nemo-stuffers" which include alcd1ol, anti-depressants, 

food, sports, religion, sucx:::es.s, helping others, falling 

in love, and so on. sut often these experiences only 

temporarily ease the lo~g. 

The "Nemological" Awroach 

Ber man [ 1989] believes the ne mo has its roots in 

our early life. He often asks his students to ra::all 

their first conscious memory, an exercise he a.ls:> 

inv:ites his reader to perform. He ol:serves that while 

these memories vary widely in content, the form is 

constant: a new awarenee; of oneself as separate from 

something outs.de oneself. lt is "the awarenee; that Y 

am bere' and 'that' is 'there'"[serman,1989,p.25.] For 

example, as I bring my own first me mcry into focus, I 

picture a small child standing alone on an E!'ldless 

S:retch of sidewalk between her parents' car and the 

nursery ochool door. For perhaps the first time ID my 

short life I was perceiving myself from the outs.de, as 

"a separate identity; a Self in a wodd of Others" 

[Berm an, 1989,p.28.] rn this newly crystallized 
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awareness, I rerngnized myself as distinct from my 

environment. And in taking this necessary step towards 

maturity, I had to separate myseJf from my physical 

being, 

ser man considers this emergence of ego-consciousness 

a kind of second birth, a mental aw ar01ess of the 

separate status which the body has long sensed (perhaps 

even before birth, when the first Other was encountered 

in the form of the placenta) .. 

According to Berman, the "nemo" has a biological 

foundation. It is "laid down in the t:imles of the booy 

at a primary le~ and as a result can never quite be 

eradicated" [p.24. ] Yet he cbesn't really expound upon 

the mechanism for this. He caJJs for "a thorough 

uooerstanding of the infant origins of this phenomaion 

of the nemo and the way that the resulting dynamic 

unconsciously permeates our entire adult Jife" [p.23.] 

At one point he implicates the primary caregiver (e.g. 

mother) as being "frequently absent when we needed her, 

or intrusive when we needed to be left alone" [p.24. ] 

But he faiJs to examine how this might be a 

manifestation of the caregiver's own "nerno". The 

rem a:in::ler of the oook focuses on the l:x>dy' s role in 

shaping the history of western cuJture. 

Berman (and ct:hers) have amply demonstrated the 

phenomenological reality of this disconnectedness from 

our bodies. I am interes:ed in addressing the following 

questiorn: Why and how does this phenomenon occur? How 
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does such a state of affairs sen.~ the p.1rpooes of our 

cuJture? what hapfens during the first few years of 

life, especiaJly in the relationship with the "primary 

caregiver", to facilitate this split between mind and 

body? And finally, what therapeutic approaches increase 

the body's innate ability to feeL contain and express 

emotion? 

The Body-M ind Split 

several authors have pointed out the difficulty in 

conceiving of mind and body as a continuous entity, 

pointing out for example that we have no word for this. 

We speak of "my body" - it is an obj2ct, a pcmession, 

but not me. I am the person who is trying to g:,vern and 

direct this body. New terms have been propooed, like "I

bcrly" [ Kepler,1987), "body mind" { oychtwald,19781 , "body

ego"[ Freud, 1927) , and "body-self' {Keleman, 1985. ] 

I don't believe that a new term will rolve the 

problem, as long as we have the need to dichotomize. 

PhilCH>phers have long been enamored with duaUstic 

thinking, which serves as a useful method for 

organizing reality. Here are some relevant examples: 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Spirit / Matter 
Culture / Nature 
Mind / Body 
Male / Female 
Sky / Earth 
consciol.L5 / unconscious 
Rationality / Em ct::ion 
Hu man / Animal 
Church / State 
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Descartes and Mind-Body Dualism 

The seventeenth-century French ph.i].cmpher Rene 

oescartes, (sometimes considered the "father" of the 

body-mind split in our culture) sought to ra::oncile two 

forces: the burgeoning capacity of science to quantify 

and explain matter; and the power of the catholic 

church to punish those who did not adhere to religious 

doctrine. Upon completion of his first work in 1622, 

Descartes had the traumatic experience of learning that 

Galileo had been condemned by the Church and his book 

publicly burned. He hurriedly stopped the publication of 

his own took, and thenceforth was prcbably strongly 

influenced by the need to mediate between these two 

spheres of reality. The "Cartesian compromise" refers 

to Descartes' concept of p;;ychophysi.cal dualism , :in 

which mind and matter are irrevocably separate and have 

no influence upon one anct:her [Lavine, 1984.) 

In Descartes' vi.ew, there is the mechanistic world 

governed by the laws of nature; animals for example are 

now cornidered to be part of this wcrld, devoid of 

spirit. This world becomes the free domain of scientific 

:inquiry. In fact, the seventeenth century saw the 

begi.nn:ing of both animal vivisection and animal 

protection oocieties [ Berman, 1989. ] 

The other realm is that of the mind and the spidt, 
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and this of course was under the jlr:isdiction of the 

church. 

one can see how adopting a dualistic approach like 

thiS can usher in a departure from a more "primitive" 

wcrldview in which animals are endowed with a spiritual 

es=;ence. An animistic view of nature could effectively 

preclude the possibility of exploiting her resources for 

human gain. 

Descartes tried to prove that mind and body were 

fu)Jy discrete sub&ances with no interaction. Despite 

the obvious flaws in his arguments, which were preyed 

upon by later thinkers, bis idea of p;ychc:physi.cal 

dualism has reverberated mightily throughout our 

culture. 

Why did Descartes' concepts have such an impact? 

How di.a they further the aims of western cuJture? During 

this time in hi&ory, the power of rational, conscious 

thought was gradJally beginning to Jift the human i;:syche 

out of the morass of fear and mysticism to which it had 

been enslaved for centuries. "The Enlightenment" is a 

fitting name for an era when the light of consciousne:s 

was med upon much that was previously shrouded in 

darkl1€$. Eu mans attained a heightened sense of mastery 

over the natural world, over the my&eries of their own 

bodies, and even possibly over their own unruJy em ctions 

and impulses. This is a necessary process in each 

individual human life, recapitulating the evollltion of 

the human psyche. 
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rn my opinion, there is a price for all this so

called "Enlightenment". The dark emc:tions, the secrets 

of nature, the realm of the non-rational- all of these 

have a life of their own that cannct be appropriated by 

human rational thought processes. we can succeed in 

deluding ourselves that we have triu mEtied over these 

forces only if we drive them underground, or render 

them unconscious. The Christian religion sought to 

triumph over evil by re]egating satan to a place called 

Hell located underneath us. And Christians have been 

taught to banish , evil' th oughts, i.. e. sexual or 

aggressive impulses, by willing them out of consciousness. 

Because body is where these impulses are fe.k and 

acted upon, it is convenient to view mind and booy as 

fully separate, and an it takes now :is to set the mind 

up as the governing agency and the body as the wayward 

child that needs d:i.recti.01. 

One problem with this set-1.p :is the sacrifice of 

an enormous amount of wisd:>m that is available from 

listening to the body, to the unccnscious, to nature, if 

we can face our fears and ignorance enough to learn the_ 

language. 

Another problem is that the body generally has the 

~ word. Obviously the mind has no capacity to put all 

of its ideas into action without a body to carry them 

out. And the body has plenty of ways to sabctage the 

mind's loftiest idealc:; , through sickness, accidalt.s, 
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addictive tendencies, and ether assorted tricks. 

The bcrly, correspondingly, must rely on the mind, 

which has the ability to decide and judge; to delay 

gratification. The oody has needs, and the power to get 

need;; met, but must be temi:ered with rational thought in 

order to act in the long-term best .interests of the 

organism . 

HOW the Mind-Body split Affects PSychotherapy 

Ja mes Kepner, a booy-oriented gestalt therapist, 

pointS out how dualistic thinking fca:ers a tendency to 

relegate p:;ychological and physical probJe ms to reparate 

domains and wcrk with them separately. The 

psychotherapist's cbmain is tradili..onally the mind

thoughts, memories, dreams, fartasies, etc.- which are 

expreg:;ed through language. (Many therapists 

acknowledge the significant role nonverbal com municatim 

plays in this proce£S as well.) When physical symptoms 

intrude into the therapy session, the clieri: may be 

referred to a medical cbcto.r, and if there seems to be 

no organic basis for the proble rn, the client is said to 

"so rn aticize". 

Practitioners of "body therapies" such as 

Alexander technique, Feldenkreis, Rolfing, Trager etc., 

are often highly trained in the workings of the body. It 

is noteworthy that their goals too are ~nerally body

oriented: increasing energy le~, reducing tension, and 

improving flexibility, to name a few. 
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sody therapists often observe that working with 

the body can cause repressed memories to surface, yet 

extre m e1y few are trained to take advantage of t his 

pbenoma1on and work further w:ith the emotions. Even 

these that do seek out this training may find ways to 

perpetuate the split, for example, by doing the body 

wcrk at a time distinctly separate from the verbal 

processing. This is exe mp.lifi.ed by oarbcnne 

[ 1976,p.611] who combines rolfing with gestalt therapy 

but nct:es "during any actual roJfing session I do nct: 

interrupt the rolfing in order t o do psychd:herapy". 

A potential bridge between body and mind is through 

the emotions, which in my experience are dealt with 

superficially at best in many forms of body work. 

Emotions are thought of as the territory of these who 

work with the µ;yche. It is (wise]y) consi.derd unethical 

to delve into this t erritory without proper training-

and p:;ychd:herapy training must be sought separately. 

Later in this paper I will be describing approaches to 

therapy that utilize the body to heal emotional illness. 

A primary example is dance/ movement therapy, in which 

registered practitioners mu.st have a thorough knowledge 

of all aspects of psychotherapy, in addition t o 

urrlerstanding bow the body works. 

This string I had the opportunity to attend a 

Workshop by Clyde Ford on his practice of 

Somatosynthesis. Ford was originally a chiropractor 
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but sought extensive psychotherapy training after 

witnes:tl.ng the profamd imp:1ct of physical touch LpOn 

the emotions. In a book called Where Healing waters 

Meet: Tooching Mind and Emotion through the Body -
[Ford,1990] he describes the case of Llnda who came to 

him for relief of back pain. The initial exam:ination was 

routine until he began to gently rotate her hip j:)ints. 

At this point she screa med in agony of_ a shotting pain 

in her right leg, and then began to cry uncontrollably, 

reliving the memory of her father raping her at age 

eleven. Ford was astonished that the touch could trigger 

such an em otional outpouring, especia.lly since Linda had 

deaJt w:ith her incest issues extensively in 

i;sychotherapy, but he just quietly held her hand to 

encourage her to feel When she got up from the table, 

her pain had diminished considerably, which surpdsed 

Ford even more. He began to seek information on the 

effect of touch on the psyche, but was disappointed to 

find that most of the J.:iterature simply warned 

practitioners to avoid the use of touch altogether for 

fear of "contaminating" the therapy process. 

My question is, why, in the face of the current 

emphasis on mind/body integration, is the split so 

difficult to eradicate? Even therapists who attest to 

the value of incorporating the body into the treatment, 

still encounter massive resistance beth from their 

clients and within themselves. 

Let me delineate three broad categories in "doing 

n 
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b<)dy workn. These con.cru:t of touch, movement, ~ ·body 

£_r0Ce5S• 
And I will give examples of how resistance can 

m an:ifest itself in each of these areas. 

Touch 

D1 the psychoanalytic tradition, touching a 

patient bas generally been considered very powerful, and 

very risky. The assu m p:ioo has been that the risks 

outweigh any pcssible benefits. Gratification of 

patients' "infantile" wimes can interfere with the 

transference. Gratification of the therapists' w:imes 

can annihilate the trust necessary for therapy to 

progress. Since (in my opinion) many analysts and 

psych:i.at.dsts prefer not to confrort their own 

countertransference reactions, it is protably wise of 

them to avoid the use of touch. 

But exactly what are t he benefits that the risks 

purport to out-weigh? Maybe we are all missing out on 

something of value. 

Movement 

A cliert of mine described the excruciating self

consciousness that determined where she sat in the room 

because she wou.Jd not walk in frort of her individual 

therapist. Another will not take off her roat no matter 

how warm the office is; she fee.ls frozen; can't breathe; 

can't look at her psychologist but has memorized every 
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detail of his shoes and his carpet. 

r remember ooce when I myseJf was asked by a 

therapist to "stand up and say that again, louder!" 

suddenly r was roct:ed to my dlair, my previous attitude 

of righteous indignation rapi.d];y freezing into 

awkwardness. Jh my work as therapist I need to 

constantly a$0:S how much of my clients' resistance is 

actually a reflection of my own. Movement evck es a lot 

of feeling. 

Body Process 

"sow do you experience that em ct::ion?" "Where in your 

body do you feel that?" asks the therapist, innocently 

enough. The client draws a blank. The deeper feelings 

lie buried beneath an overlay of vague confusi.on cc mild 

annoyance at the question. 

As an alternative, I often ask: "How do you know 

when you're angry?" or "How can you tell that you're 

feeling sad?" For some reason, the resp:mse to this is 

more readily given:"! feel a tightness across my chest." 

"My face gets ha:." "A hollow feeling in my stomach." 

'!hey understand the question; intuitively they know that 

emotions are experienced in the body. 

Ironically, instead of accessing repressed affect, 

experiential awroaches can have the oppcsite effect. 

Wli:h touch, movement and body awareness alike, there is 

frequES1t1y a tendency to "freeze up" or "numb out". 
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people feel self~onscious, em terressed; they want to 

have the purpcse of the exercise explained to them 

firEt.. But why is it such a "big deal" to perform a 

si. mple physical action like standing up or walking 

across a room? 

a1lS rould hear ... " In the house of 
"Jf "t,ody, they can. The walls which = beard everything and never forgotten 
anytbin9 are your rn lECles. 

-sertherat,198 9,p ix 

I believe there is a very good reason for the 

resistance. I agree with Berman that unresolved emotions 

are indeed "laid down in the tissues" (later I will 

explore i;sychobiological bases for this theory.) And as 

I implied in the preface, I believe that when we move 

in a new way, or we are asked to experience our bodies 

from the :inside, or we are touched :in a particuler 

manner, we tug at these em ctionally-bruised tissues. And 

naturally we want to avoid this; lt doesn't feel good. 

That's why we repressed these feelings and memories in 

the first plcee. 

But within a trusting therapy relationship it may 

finally feel safe to face what was laid aside Jong ago. 

And when this happens, there is an experience of a 

~ together of in.sight and affect, a possible 

healing of the split between mind and body, that is the 

~ce of effective psychotherapy. 



r::. Developmental Origins 

pain feels boondless, I will disappear in it, be washed a way .. 
MY sut my body has boundaries, suhstance, bone and flesh. 

1 
feel the pain all through me .. 

I feel where my body begins and ends. 
AS 1009 as I can feel the bamdaries of my body, I know there 

are lim:its to the pain, and I can endure it. 

Thus far I have described how our cuJtu re fos:ers 

a tendency to disnhabit the body, and how the 

body/mind split originated and is perpetuated. 

Now I want to look at the human developmental 

process: what causes us to sever ourselves from bodily 

experience; and how the mechanisms work that enable us 

to do so. 

I will first exam me how our cuJture approaches 

child-rearing, and how una:mscious attitudes are 

e mbodi.ed and subsequently pa$ed on to the next 

generation. I will investigate pcssi.ble p:;ychobiological 

mechanisms for this proces:;, and aJso how cmtempa:ary 

object relations theory can cont:ri.rute to our 

undecstandi.ng. 
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The Importance of the Pre-verbal Phase 

when I was still.. a child, I re member learning that 

ninety percent of the persmalit.y is set in the first 

year of life. While I have no idea how this fact was 

establlitled, I remember the awe I felt back then. Try as 

I might, I couldn"t reme rnber a thing that happened to me 

as a baby, so how could it have affected me? (How 

indoctrinated we are in the supremacy of rational, 

conscious thought!) And I have often heard people say 

about babies, "they'll never remember :it when they grow 

up, so what different does it make .•. " 

~ there is this theory that j.lst when we are 

tiniest and mcEt helpless is when we are mcst: deeply 

impacted by outer events. For decades this idea has been 

trickling down from the writings of people like Sigmund 

Freud, Jean Piaget, Melanie Klein, all of whom focused 

on stages of developmert lh the twentieth century it :is 

no Jonger viable to regard children as srn~ ill

behaved adults. Rather, they have cognitive processes 

and emotia1al tasks that are age-specific. 

We an went through these developmental stages. 

It should be easy to urrlerstand -to rem ember- the 

perspective of a child. The reason it is difficult is 

precisely because in growing up we had to render 

uncmsctous a lot of material that we were not 

em Ctia1ally e;tuipped to deal with yet on a conscious 

level. 
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lt is also note worthy that during this crucial 

fir& year of life we are basi.caJ.]y non-verbal 

creatures. Of course la03uage skills are already being 

aCXJLrired, and we know babies benefit greatly from being 

talked to. But the fact rem ai.ns that infants cannct 

l.lTilerstand the word5 they are hearing, and respond 

instead to wha: :is conveyed through facial expression, 

vocal tone, and, e~cially, in my opinion, the way 

they are touched and handled. 

The "In-arms" Phase 

The infancy period :is referre d to as the "in-arms 

phase" by Jean LiedJ.off ( 1975] , who lived for two years 

with the Yequana Indians in the Venezuelan rainforest. 

From Ll.edJ.off's otservaticn, the Yequanas do net suffer 

from the sense of alienation or meaninglessness that 

prevails in our culture. They appear to derive deep 

satisfaction from their existence. For example, they do 

net experience work as a burden. In fact they have no 

generic term in their language to distinguish work from 

other acti·,.; ..... es. v~ They are less m ctivated by greed or a 

desire to get ahead, recause they are content where they 

are. (As I wdte, I am aware how subversive this idea 

ai;pears from within our twentieth-century, post

industrialist frame of reference.) 

To accoont for this (to us) almcst inccnceivable 
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state of affairs, Liedloff paints to the Y equana's 

childrearing practices. Babies are carried and held 

al.meet con.startly, and included in the life of the 

cuJture, i,retead of being isolated in cribs, playpens 

and carriages. They are not given a lct: of s~ial 

attention, but they are almost always in close bodily 

contact with someone in their family. The cc:ntinuurn of 

life remains intact from conception through infancy, and 

it is founded on touch. There is no nece::sfr.y to sever 

oneself :from bodi.Jy experience [ Liedloff, 1975.]. 

oespite our culture's love affair with tecbrology, we 

are current:Jy witneg:;ing an increasingly "primitive" 

approa.ch to raising children, now that fr. is broadly 

recognized that babies do in fact have emotional needs. 

Here are so me exam pl.es of these changes: 

• It has reen established by the m ain.st.rea rn medical 
com munfr.y that breastfeeding is optimal for at least 
the first year of life , and even the formula 
companies acknowledge this :in their advertisements. 

* Parents are told that bottle-fed infants should re 
held while feeding: "never p:rop the bottle". 

* Rarely do you read today that there is a danger of 
"spoiling" babies by picking them up too much. 

* various kinds of slings, pouches and back carriers 
have become popular, because parents find babies are 
more cootent when held cJose and swaying wfr.h the 
parert's movement. 

* The family bed is still a controversial idea, but fr. 
is. now increasingly accepted for babies and toddlers to 
climb into the parents' bed in the rnccning or when 

* needing comfort and reassurance. 
Experts advise that tod:Ilers need to be allowed to 
explore their envircn ment instead of being restricted to 
a playpen. 

* It is more accepted to br:ing the baby along, and 
nurse in p.iblic. 

* Par~nts are somewhat more reluctant to leave young 
babies behind when going away on trip:;. Previously this 
w cS a relatively un;i:uestioned practice. 
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rn raising my own babies, I noticed how the value 

of modem conveniences fell by the wayside as reallty 

set in and many of these amenities were shown to have 

drawbacks. Sleepily pulling my child under the covers 

with me to nurse during the night, I wouJd marvel 

(before falling back asleep) at all the parents who 

somehow find the energy to go down to the kitchen, warm 

up a bottle, and then stand by the child's crib jggling 

it, or sit and rock the baby back to sleep. I was much 

too .lazy to awreciate these advances! 

The SOph:isticati.cn of Primitives 

In the seventeenth century Descartes proclaimed 

that only the power of rational thought could ordain 

what is best for society [ Lavine, 1984.] In 1975 Jean 

Liedloff wrote, "It is not.. the province of the 

reasoning faculty to decide how a baby ought to be 

treated" [ p.36.] 

Ironically, it is scientific research that is now 

validating some of the childrearing practices that were 

used succesmill.y by our ancestors for thou.sands of 

years when parents had only their instincts to guide 

them. The "experts" in a given cuJture may reason out 

what is best for babies, according to the current system 

of Values. But a human infant's evolutionary history is 

endowed with a certain set ,of ancient expectations, to 
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which parental instincts can generally resprnd quite 

adequately [ I,iedloff, 19 75. ] . I have heard parents tell 

of being advised to let the baby "cry it out" instead 

of re5FOnding during the night-time. Theoretically, if 

you can get t hrough the first night (during which you 

can expect several hours of crying), each succeeding 

night the infant will cry less and less. In practice 

trus often fails because some parents, stoical and 

deter mined though they may start out, cannot compet e 

with their infant when it comes to perserverance, and 

surrender to their instinct to give comfort. 

~ is ally the unripe fruit which presents a 
nastance to its separation from the tree"[ Lowen,1958,p .186.] 

Children do not need to be "taught" to be 

independent. A child has an innate desire for separation 

that will guide her, but only once she has fulfilled her 

need for attachment. Adults who do not trust the child 

to serarate naturally may be pro~g their own unmet 

dependency needs onto the child. 

Body Memory 

While learning to become more independent , and 

learning "self-soc.thing techniques", the child may also 

be learning to stifle her terror and longing deeper into 

her body. According to Alexander Lowen, the "child who 

ca.es to the point of exhaustirn stOFS only because the 
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agony and pain become unbearable"[1958, p.183]. An aduJt 

in therapy may experience the suppres:;ed crying as an 

unbearable tension in the belly. usually we have no 

conscious memory of these scenes... but our bodies 

remember. 

some people retain vestiges of early memories, or 

access them during therapy. The earlies: me rn ory of one 

of 1owen's patierts was a frjghtening image of his 

father's face over his crib, sternly ad rnonishing him to 

stop crying for his mother. 

Another patient had a recurrent fantasy 
which came at night when he put the lights 
out. He saw a single white dot in the center 
of a black field. This vision disturbed him 
very much and he tried to find its meaning. 
Then ooe night as he opened his eyes very 
wide, he ",saw" that the white dct was a 
s:ream. Then he had a picture of himself, 
lying in a crib, alooe and frightered in a 
dark room. He screamed. Then he feJt 
himself "whiting out" as the white oot grew 
larger and filled out the field [ 1958,p.185] 

The Jack of a sense of ti.me is not a problem for a 

fetus, nor for an infant in .arms. He si. rnply feels right. 

BUt when "put out of his conti.nuu m ", there is nothing to 

use, to grow on, to fulfill his rE'quirernent for 

experience. And the Jack of a sense of time means no 

ability to hope, to urrlerstand that " m ether will be 

right back." Want is all there is [Liedloff, 1975.] 

The Jikelihood is increasing for the child's "set 

of inherent expectati.o~" to be fuJfilled. For exa rnple, 
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insteaa of whisking a neonate off to the nursery 

immediately after ae.livery, he is sometimes placea naked 

into mother's arms to experience the skin-to-skin 

contact that will. be his soul's lifeblood. Thus the 

trauma of birth is lessenea slightly ana Liemoff's 

continuum is honored, for "every nerve ending under his 

newly exposed skin craves the expectea embrace" 

[ Liedloff, 1975, p.55] . 

A feeling of essertial goodness, and of rightness in 

the wor:ld, grows w:ithin an environment of loving touch. 

A person's seJf-coocep: is a reflection of embodied 

parental attitudes. A deep reservoir is createa from 

which the peroon as parent can later draw to bestow 

similar gifts on his or her own child. 

Perhaps in several generations, if current "trends" 

continue, we will notice their imp:3.ct. It woukl be nice 

to think that we can learn to value holding infants 

more. sowever, there is still the unconscious level to 

be reckonea with. 

Unconscious com mum.cation: the Unbroken cycle 

Even if one intellectuaJ.Jy comprehends the tenets of 

obj9ct relations, and consciously choooes to fill the 

child's needs acccordingly, where does one find the 

necessary emotional strength to nurture the child, if' 

one has no reservoir available to draw on? At times I 

have been aware of resentment and envy toward;; my 

children because I am giving them what I wish I had 
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received. And I assume my mother experienced this as 

weJL This is the manner in which each ga1eration 

attempts to improve u!:X)n the preceding one. And I wonder 

if that resert:ment and envy is conveyed through the 

gualitY of my touch, sensitive as I believe young 

children are to this form of com mt.mi.cation. 

what I am now prOE>(Eing is that perhaps it is not 

only the quantity, but also the specific quality nf +:'1e 

parent's tooch, that determines the child's degree of 

emctiooal security. And the quality of the parent's 

touch is governed largely by unconscious factors. 

When we speak with words, we are at least parti.a1ly 

con&ious of what we are trying to cawey. certain 

gestures are signs with faidy consistert: meanings as 

well, such as nodding, beckoning, and shrugging. But as 

we all know from pep psychology's fascinaticn with 'body 

language', there is much we coovey through oor t::odies 

that is beyond our conscious intent. 

Thus the parent will inevitably express to the 

beloved infart: all of the parent's own story, without 

uttering a single word, through the firmness or 

loooenes5 with which the child is held, the subtle 

stiffening or flowing relaxation of the parent's 

contact, the pattern.s of breathing, and countless 

ct.her ways. The child, eager for knowledge of how the 

WC:Cld works, will drink in all of this infcrm ation, and 

Construct her self-image around it. She will take on 
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this informatirn via the parent's unconscious movement 

qualities, and this is the fccm in which they will 

continue to be handed down from generati.01 to generation. 

For example, if the parent was heir to her own 

parents' unresolved sexual legacy, handling her own 

child may trigger a vague feeling of uneasiness. The 

child may sense the slight tension in the parent's 

mus::les, and correspondingly tense her own m1.ECulature, 

perhaµs to prct:ect against the impact of the parent''s 

tension, or maybe j.lS:. in im:itatirn of the parent. What 

she learns here is that tension and a w]s wardness is the 

norm. What she does nct: learn is to deveJ.op the ability 

to comfort herself throogh her own body. She may 

ultimately incorporate a sense that something is "wrong" 

with herself, since she is net being cradled in a manner 

that feeJs comforting and that builds a furn self

concept. 

Research has established that even in rats, 

maternal behavior is affected by the experience the 

mct:hers had as infants. In 1963 Denenberg and Whimbley 

compared rats that had been petted and gentled as 

infants with those that had minimal contact with humans. 

When these rats grew up and had pups, the gentled 

group's PUEE thrived better and proved significantly 

calmer than thooe whose mct:hers had not received this 

touching ( M ontagu,1971,p.25.) 

According to Alexander Lowen the parent-child 

relationship may become sexually charged on an 
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unccnscious level, when the parent inadvertartly seeks 

to meet his or her own sexual neeCE via ccntact with the 

child. The child may become sexually excited but lacks 

the physiological maturity to fully di.s:harge this 

excitation, which then produces discomfort, guilt and 

anxiety. consequently the child's on.Jy choice is to cut 

off body feelings, and abandon the body [ Lowen,1967.) 

If all this is happening on an unconscious level, 

how can one possibly expect to change it? And :i.sn 't it 

enough to avoid inflicting damage on the child through 

obvious physical or sexual abuse, and not fret about the 

sul:tler nuances of body language? 

I believe si.m ilar dyna mies operate in bct:h 

situations. In more blatart: abuse, perpetrators may 

cons:::iously wish to change the behavior, but can't seem 

to control it. (And often the behavior patterns that are 

being perpetuated are socially sanctioned and help 

maintain certain power structures.) 

s:>metimes perpetrators find the courage to face 

the abuse they themselves were sub~cted to as children, 

and experience the depths of the unacceptable feelings 

evoked by it. Until this happers, the feelings ( which 

can include hatred, love, terror, sexual arousal, 

disgust, unbearable lass and sadness) will force their 

way towards expres':ii.on in any way pcss:ible. 

And "identification with the aggressor" 

unfortunately seems to be a preferred mooe of 
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expres:;ion. This term refers to a defense mechanism that 

serves to bind intensely a m bivalent em ctions [Siegel, 

1984.] In this instance, you incorporate certain 

tendencies of the abuser, which are manifested towards 

those weaker and less powerful than you. Thus the 

anxiety-producing negati've feelings towards the abusive 

parent are sheltered from consciousness, and the next 

generation bears the brunt. 

•you kill the t8rt that hurts so you can survive" 
-patient quote 

Dissociating meself from physical sensations is 

fundamental to the repression of affect, in my view. 

Kepler [1987] describes the s:> m atic nature of 

disownership of the Self. A child responds to any kind 

of hurt by shrinking a way from the contact surface of 

skin and muscles. By the ti me this child has grown into 

an aduJt in search of intimacy, the oody arrface has 

become deadened. Then it is difficult to make contact 

with ancther pe.rson, because the Self is pulled so 

deeply into the body core. sometimes only the turbulance 

of an abusi. ve relationship can break through the 

numbness to evoke so me feeJing. An abusive relationship 

also validates the ingrained tendency to protect the 

Self against pain and hurt by dis:>wning the body. 

Penny Lewis, a psychdynamicaily-oriented dance and 

drama therapist, expresses it thus: "When the 

environ rn ent has been severely di.srupti ve, 
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~lf is experienced as an enemy because :it houses a 

predominance of negative introjects and an overabundance 

of unneutralized aggressi.on" [ 1984,p.36] [ emphasis 

added.] 

Another psychodyna mically-criented dance therapist 

named oiane Fletdler [1979] describes how, from infancy 

onward, we learn to aJter our bodies to cq:,e with 

unpleasant sensations. This idea is firmly grourrled in 

Freud's pleasure/pain p rinc:iple [ Freud, 1940. ] What 

crncems us specifically here is how the "oody ego" 

develof\5 the ability to manipulate sensory-mct:or 

experience as a defense mechanism . Fletcher gives some 

general examples, such as people who keep busy to avoid 

the death-like i m m obi.lization of stilJnes;;, or 

conversely, these who rigidly tense and distort their 

bodies t o dissociate from feelings of rage or fear. 

Again, the person is nct: aware of how body sensaticn is 

being modified, so effective is the defense, and so 

anciert. in the person's life. 

Here is the way Kepler [1987 ] describes the process: 

your oody naturally responds to a threatening situation 

in certain ways, like holding your breath, tensing your 

shoulders, etc. sut if the danger is chronic, that is 

you are in an environment that feeJs like a constant 

threat to your well-being, these flexible, momentary 

ada~ations can become hardened into the body's structure. 
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Before I go into more depth on psychotherapy 

practices that engage the booy, I would like to provide 

some relevant background material from two very 

different a:i..ociplines. 

First I will di.ocuss research from the field of 

brain bioche mistrY. perhaps thls will he]p the reader 

imagine what kind of ~chobiological mecharris ms 

might facilitate both the "encoding" of emctional 

experience in the body, and the pes5ibility of 

•cracking" this code during bcrly-oriented i;sychotherapy. 

Then I will look to the field of obj:!ct 

relations, (a i;sychoanalytical approach to the way 

infants develop relationship:;.) This will elucidate the 

developmental context within which the disownership of 

the body occurs. 

PhysiologLcal M echan:isms 

A certain a mount of childhood repres:;:i.on may be 

necessary and normal. To reach aduJthood, a child must 

concentrate on c0:3nitive and social development, while 

simuJtaneousfy undergoing the tremendous stress of rapid 

physical growth and maturation. It lS convenient -

crucial in fact - to lay aside some of the more 

troublesome emotions until one has the maturity to 

tolerate and understand them. Jt can be poignant to 

Watch a child struggling to master d:iffi.cuJt feelings. 

Even if the child feeJs safe dia::lcsing these feelings, 
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the developmental process see ms to demand that she deny 

them . 

n, cases where the child is shamed or abused 

however, the degree of repressioo can become extreme. An 

incest survivor comes to realize that the only way she 

kept her spirit intact and inviolable was to abandon her 

body, much as one would be forced to flee a house that 

is imperiled by fire or flood. And once the house is 

vacated, one mu& wait until the ti me is right to 

retrieve what was left: behind. 

Therese de Bertherat [ 1989] states that "in the 

hoose of your body ••• the wans that have heard 

everything and never forgotten anything are your 

muscles". Alexander Lowen (1975] speaks of "body 

memory", while Wilhelm Reich [ 1949] theorized about 

"muscular armoring". And Morris Berman [ 1989] tells us 

the nemo is "laid down in the tissues of the body". 

Are these merely fanciful metaphors, or is there 

some factual evidence for the concepts on a biological 

level? 

Clyde Ford has numerous examples of clients whcse 

repressed memories were rekindled when a certain area 

of the body was palpated, as in the previously mentioned 

case of L:irrla. In my professional experience I have 

encountered several women whcse memories of sexual abuse 

were derepressed only through body work with a trusted 

practitioner. Perhap:; less dramatic but equa]]y 
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important are the cases where me mcries are cogn:iti.vely 

iJ1tact but all affect has been repressed, and working 

somaticallY serves to heal this split. 

There is a new field called 11[:SYchcneuroim munology" 

which deals with the relationship between the p:;yche, 

the nervous system and the immune system. cancer and 

AIDS researchers have made some amazing discoveries 

about the interplay between these three systems. 

presently these studies focus mainly on the mind's 

ability to help heal the body, for example the U5e of 

visUalization to increase the immune system's 

effectiveness in combatting medical illness. 

I believe there are also implications for the 

reverse proces..-s, namely the body's ability to help heal 

the mind; an example of this would be working directly 

with the body to relieve symptoms of anxiety or 

depression. 

Mainstream interventions on a body level can 

include medications, nutrition, exercise and mas.sage. 

These are all extremely valuable. For the purposes of 

this paper, I am referring to approaches that interpret 

the body's mes.sages (tension, pain, lethargy, etc.) 

symbolically in order to render the m meaningful. 

Theoretically these latter interventions can bring forth 

change that is more than temporary. 

Candace Pert, former chief of brain biochemistry at 
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the Natiooal rn.st.itute of Mental Bea.Jth, was a maj:,r 

ca1tributor to the discovery of opiate receptors and the 

brain's own cpiates- the endorphins and enkephalines. 

She is one mamstrea m researcher who has dared to bridge 

the gap between "mind" and nbrain". Through her work she 

has become convinced that "the emc:ticns are not jJst in 

the brain. They're in the body" [ Pert,1986,p .l] 

The immune system is concerned with distinguishing 

within the body what is "self" from what is "ether". If 

it failed to carry out this functicn, the body would 

begin attacking it.self. Until recently this system was 

thought to operate independently from the brain, since 

irn mune resp:mses could be created "in a dish". Then in 

the mid-70's a serendipitous finding proved that rats 

could be cl.as3ically cmditioned to suppreg; their 

im mtme respcrise upon tasting a solution that had 

previou.s.Jy made them sick [ cowley, 1988, p .90.] This 

indicated there was indeed interaction between the 

central nervous system and the im m une system. 

Studies with human subjacts alro showed that the 

i m rn une system could be conclli:ioned bj the mind. In one 

study subjacts were able to increase the level of white 

blood cells through imagery. In anct.her study, w:ith 

depressed patients, the wh:ite blood cell count was found 

to fluctuate according to the profundity of the 

depressfun. ( Ford, pp.10-11). 

Research has highlighted the integrative function 

of the hyptthala mus, a pea-sized gland in the brain that 
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iS con.5idered central to the limbic system. 

[ Rossi.,p.101]. This gland exerts direct control over 

the endocrine sys:e m and the autonomic nervous system , 

and has recently been shown to influence the so m atom ctor 

sys::em as well [ oavis, Klar & Cooke, 1991, p.116 l. In 

other words, the hypothalamus coordinates involuntary 

cardiac and smoct:h muscle contraction (digestion, 

breathing, heart rate) with horrn one release and also 

with behavioral response. 

Previously :it was suppcsed that these functions of 

the hypothalamus were entirely separate and only 

arbitrarily grouped together in the same area of the 

brain. Now we know this is not by chance but by design. 

N europepti.des are the " rn essenger molecules" that 

integrate the nervous system and the i m m une system w:ith 

emcti.ooal states. Originally d:i.s:overed in the limbic 

system, they are now known to be distributed through 

other regicns of the body itself, such as the lining of 

the escphagus and intestines, which according to Pert 

•may explain why some pecple talk about 'gut 

feelings'"[ Pert, 1986, p.2.] Neuropeptides in the 

brainste m may account for the psychological effects of 

breathing practices. Ford ot:serves that touch-sensitive 

areas of the body seem to be profusely endowed w:ith 

neuorop;!ptide receptor cells [ Ford, 1991.] Perhaps this 

expJ.ains why a certain type of touch or rn ove m ent can 

evoke powerful emotions, or even unlock stored memories. 
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so it appears that there are cen.s in the body 

:n:self that are cap:ible of manifesting conscioll5lless. 

while the brain influences the irn rnune response via 

hormones and nerve signals, the organs of the irn m Lme 

sys::em awear to corn rnunicate back to the brain via 

chemicals that are identical t o the brain's own 

neurocran.s m itters [ Gelman & H ~er, 198 8. l 

A]though .findings like this shouJrl destroy any 

remnants of Descartes' P3Ychophysical dualism theory, 

old habits die hard. In a psychiatric text to which I 

referred above [ Davis, Klar & Coyle, 1990 l , the authors 

attempt to integrate controversial and contradictory 

theories of behavior. The result is a book with chapters 

on brain biochemistry that name all the known 

neuropeptides yet make no inferences al:x)ut behavior, 

next to chapters on psychoanalytic thoory which don't 

touch ~chobialogy. 

While much knowledge has been obtained, it would 

awear to run along two irrevocably separate tracks, 

providing further testimcny to the obs:inacy of the 

booy/mind split in our culture. 

Obj;!ct Relations and the Body 

Psychoanalysis is sometimes seen as antithetical 

to a body~riented approach. Yet the field of obj;!ct 

relations, which grew out of Freudian theory, can he]p 

us to understand how the body affects and is affected by 
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the developmental process. 

In order to investigate the mechanisms by which 

the body he]fs render material unconscious, I will 

outline the phases of development according to 

contemporary object relations theory, and I will 

emphas:i2e the body's role. 

"Object" translates as " mother" or whoever is 

takin9 on the mtthering role. AJthough I will 

frequeitly use the word "mcther", I am a ware that t he 

primary object could also be the father, an adoptive 

parert or a nanny. 

In Freud's view, the primary focus of the 

developing child is on gaining control over libidinal 

imp..llses. To object reJatiarists, the child's maj:>r 

thrust is :interperronal: to construct a relation.ship. To 

me it amounts to the same tiring. There is an all

consuming struggle to mediate between oneness with the 

mtt.hering figure and the relentless drive towards 

independence. The mothering person bero mes the object 

of all of the child's ere.tic and aggressive impu]ses, 

and this fundamental relationship can provide a form in 

Which the child can reconcile these drives ... aoo the 

body is where the whole struggle is enacted. 

The lli:erature on object relations does not 

comprise light reading material, nor is it eaSj to 

SU m marize. This is partly because various theoris:s 

conce~uali.ze the developmental stages differently. In 
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the following paragraphs I will be drawing Ja.rgely on 

Margaret 

inf)Uential 

]jterature. 

Mahler's ideas, [1975] as she has been very 

in dance therapy and other relevant 

Developmental stages 

The first month or two after birth is rorai.dered 

an aut:is:ic phase, in which the infant lacks any 

awarenes:; of a mother outside of himseJf. Like a bird 

noc yet hatched from an egg, the newoom has still net. 

e merged into the realm of re.latedne:s . Although he is no 

longer enclo.sed in the womb, the infant's nervous 

syste m provides a barrier which protects him from an 

intolerable degree of stimulation. 

The infant's im matudty makes it impcssible to 

organize the sensory experiences that he would be 

bombarded with were it nd: for this stimulus barrier. 

The mct.ori.c system is even less develop:?d, but an infant 

does have the ability to d:i.s:harge so me ten.5ion through 

t he well-known twitches, startle reflexes, "discharge 

smiles" and other apparently meaningless movements that 

parents d:>serve. 

The symbiotic phase spans the next four months, 

during which time the infant gradually begins to 

associate a particular person with sensations of warmth 

and fullness, and general tension reduction. During this 

time, the stimulus barrier has diminished, and he is 

learning to organize sensory experience. As his senses 
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begin irres:iaably to let in the world, he becomes even 

more dependent on his m cth er to regu.Jate the degree of 

stimulatim received. Empathy is required on the 

mother's part, facilitated by the bond which hopefully 

was achieved dudng the first few weeks when the infant 

wcS less vulnerable to stimuli. At around three months 

parents often nct:ice an increase in "fusii.ness", and 

trus age is infamous for the onset of colic, further 

testimony to the infant's diminishing capacity to filter 

out cfuturbances. 

sut the quintessertial meaning of this stage lies in 

the formation of an attachment which will deeply 

infJllence all future relationships. During this time 

the infant dwells, in Mahler's words, "within the orbit 

of the omnipotent symbictic dual unitY" (1975, p .46). 

According to theory, the infant imagines herse1f to be 

one with her met.her, and when the met.her is experienced 

as gratifying and all-providing, she shares in her 

mcther's bounteous grandeur. When fruruated by the 

mct.her's human failings, however, the child lacks the 

ego strength to accept these flaws as part of her 

idealized mother image. :rnstead she imagines she has two 

mct.hers- a good one and a bad one. As she grows, she 

will come to realize that her met.her can be both good 

and bad, and she will still be safe. And as she becomes 

more separate, she will be able to tolerate the 'bad' 

aspects of herse]f as well, w:fr.hout having to split them 
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off into unconsciousness. (This assumes that the 

frustrations she experiences are wihin her tolerance 

range, which may vary accocding to individual 

sensiti vit Y .) 

D1 terms of body image, there is a gradual shift 

durin9 the symbictic phase from a focus on "belly" 

sensations to a heightened awareness of the body 

perlphery, i.e. the skin- the boundary that separates 

self from Other. Thus the chilif s sense of self derives 

fi.rSt from feelings of fullness or emptiness in the 

belly, and later from a developing awareness of the 

boundaries that differentiate his own body-self from his 

environment. Here it is apparent how bct.h feeding an 

infant according to his own body's schedule, and holding 

him sufficiently to nurture the tactile and kinesthetic 

abilities, are ways to he]p nurture the body-seJf. 

At five or six months the baby graduates into the 

separation-individuation process. This µiase lasts until 

age three and consists of four subi;oases: 

differentiation, practicing, r approche rn ent , and ~ 

constancy. 

The differentiation subphase opens up the world 

that lies beyond the reach of the baby's mouth and 

fingers. As cfutal sensory systems begin to mature, the 

child can use her eyes and ears to further her ability 

t o differentiate where she starts and her mtther leaves 

off. She can now recognize her mother's face from a 

distance, and this reveals simuJtaneously her own 
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gro\tring aised.m inative powers, and aJso the continuing 

h m ent to her mother. 
attac 

].oOked at with admiration and 
sein9 . . charges up a t:aby's body. The 
-«eciatlon hi · 1 ~ de]igbt of it will cause m to wngg e -« • kick his feet, slide on his belly -1 ~~- Ad"';,;_,_,. iodl_~.pab,eg~~ ~ :bbe 
an , bOdY. rhev aJso Stir up delicious 
~h~s in.side the ·baby. These looks give him 
ia•~ e in his l:x)dy-sf>.lf and courage to 
~ enc acr0$ thresholds. (emphasis 
a:)ded)[ Kaplan,1978, p. 129] 

The practicing subphase enco mpa:ses the period when 

the baby is beginning to era wl and walk. Here separation 

takes on a spatial reality, as the child is able to 

Jiteralize the process by chocsing to move away from her 

mother. Jhtoxicated as she is by her newfound locomotor 

skills, this stage has been referred to as "the love 

affair w:ith the world". No longer a lap baby, the child 

incessantly expands her domain, thrilled with her 

omnipotence. At times she seems almcst oblivious of the 

mcther's presence. The mother may feel unneeded by a 

child who see ms so confident , and may even withdraw 

emctionany herself. Bllt the child's seeming 

independence is deceptive, and must soon waver in the 

interests of normal development. When she finally 

remembers how dependent she is on her mother's ad mir.ing 

glances and reassuring presence, she hc:s to co me to 

terms with rapprochement. 

=:~d of the beacon of a 
8 Presence, a child has no 
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to return to, no way to 
pl'~ how far or where_ to ~reep 
1ma;:. There is no exhilaration 
or . in moving the body. Instead 
or Y~d falJs and bumI=S into 
~ in a aesperate attempt to 
Jpeate the edges of ~ body and 

bOJndarieS of hlS world. r:ap]an, 1978, p.124] 

At around the middle of the seoond year, the 

child's growing cognitive abilities reveal to her the 

inevitable consequences of her magnificent autonomy. In 

the rapprochement crisis, it see ms to gradually dawn on 

her that she attained all this independence only at the 

expense of her previous blissful oneness, and there is 

no going back. During the ensuing year the child will 

wrestle more fiercely than ever before with the 

conflict between the relentless craving for separatene:s 

and the nostalgic lure of the symbicsis. Parents 

sometimes call this the "terrible twos". It can be 

a1;Pnizing to watch a child struggle with these forces, 

(especially if the parent's own unresolved struggle is 

still alive in her unconscious) . One m tther expressed it 

th~: "If I try to heJp him put his shoe on he a ngrily 

grabs it from me. Then when he can't do it ·an by 

himse]f' he cries so pitifully ... I feel like I can 

never get it right, and like r' m not a good m tther". 

PerhaP:i the mcther's own individuation process is being 

reworked here, as she struggles between clcseness w:ith 

her son and maintaining her own sense of self. 

Libidinal obect coru:t:ancy i!" the final sul::stage, 
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the crowning resolution of the separation-individuation 

ess Cnrmit-; ve and emct:imal forces now coalesce to prcc • v-:i• ........ 

endow the child with the capacity to internalize an 

image of the mothering figure that will provide 

encouragement and reassurance throughout life. 

Molding and Stiffening - Finding Edges 

outing the symbictic phase a baby expre$es her sense 

of oneness with the parerting figure through her body. 

Molding :is the essential body posture of early infancy. 

The infant's body widens and softens until the fit with 

md:her's body contours :is oo perfect that the infant 

has no experience of where she begins and m ct.her ends. 

The blending of their body-selves :is complete and all 

boundaries seem to d:i.ssolve. 

In this merged state, the infart. is very sensitive 

to the mct.her's mood changes; she imagines the rhythms 

of mcther's t ension and reJ!axation cycles to be coming 

from within her own small body. Her awarene$ :is 

centered in her gut, net. her periphery. she, her mcther 

and all the world are wrapped up t03ether in the 

sensation.5 of fullness, emptiness, warmth or discomfort 

in her be]ly. 

But in order for the baby to become acquainted 

with the outer :i;art of her body-self- the "rind" as 

Freud referred to it (as oppcsed t o the •core•)- a 

complimentary body impulse mu.st ensue. 
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when unpleasart body sensations are feJt, the baby 

irfjtinctively attemp::s to propel himself away from them . 

whether the sensations are external (bright light, loud 

noiseSl or internal (hunger, gastric discomfort) they 

are initially experienced in the gut, since that is the 

center of awareness. 

Any disturbance seems to emanate from this mixture of 

belly sensations in which "world, mom my and me" all 

somehow become one.Stiffening is the term fer the 

infart.'s automatic movement away from these disturbing 

sensations. 

When a baby begins to spend more time in the quiet 

alert state, taking in the sights and s:xmds of the 

environment, this is by definitia, accompanied by a 

slight stiffening of the entire body. Imagine a child 

perched on a lap, straining eagerly towards the world, 

away fom the parent who is bracing her. Even while she 

cannot crawl or walk away from her mother at this stage, 

the separation process is already being choreographed in 

her body. 

Simply being handled - cuddled, stroked, petted, 

bathed, dried, dressed - also helps the baby begin to 

experience herseJf as having "edges" . sensation in her 

skin starts to come to hfe. Through awakening sensation 

in her outer surfaces she begins to define the 

boundaries between herself and her environment. 

Stiffening is the somatic basis fer the entire 
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separatim process. It :is still evident in adul:s as 

wen. For example, when people rush to cons..lm mate their 

feelings prematurely through genital sex, I wonder if it 

:i.S part1y to avoid the infantile feelings stirred up by 

touching and holding. ll'l coitus the stiffening of penis 

and clitor:is help estabfu:h a sense of separateness 

t,etween two people who might d:herwise fear falling back 

no the p:imccdi.al abyss of symbiosis. Perhaps in aduJt 

lovemaking, stiffening he]p:; make molding permissable. 

It is utterly necessary to form boundaries in 

order to grow into a whole peroon. And the process 

inevitably entaDs a sacrifice of the illusi.oo of 

perfect rneness. J$ues of oneness and separateness will 

be re-negct.iated in relation.ships throughout life. 
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coming Horne to the Sooy 
l1I• 

r now wish to elaborate on some specific approaches 

that seek to increase emctirnal heaJth via the body. I 

will begin with Stanley Keleman's s:>matic-Ernotional 

processing, as it relates to above-mentioned issues of 

t,oondaries. I will also di.ocuss s:>rnatosynthesis (FOrd), 

oance-Movernent Therapy, Drearnbody work (Mindell), and 

some bcx:ly-oriented dream work techniques. I chcse to 

focus on approaches in which I have trained personally 

(with the exception of Mindell's work .) Moreover these 

theoreticians share a belief in the body's ability to 

generate meaningful symbols of its inner life. 

Kele man and the Layering of the BOdy-Self 

S:anley Keleman [1987) conceptualizes the body 

(and especially the brain) as having three layers. The 

earfy development of human beings and moot ct:her 

organisms involves the specializatioo of ceDs dividing 

to form these three layers. Even fnrits consist of a 

core or kernel, a husk or rind, and a fJeshy middle 

layer. In the animal kingdom this is exemplified by 

embryonic cen divislon into endoderrn , mesoderm and 

ectoderm. 

The outer layer consis:s of the skin and 

nerves, and the cerebral cortex, and derives from the 

ecto~r m. The function of this layer is co rn rn unication 
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and interactiai with the environment; this is the 

•S()Cial se]f". The middle layer, the •volitimal self" 

provides support and locomttioo and is comprised of the 

m us:;J.es, bones, and blood vesseJs, and the mid-brain. 

The inner mcst layer, the "instinctual self", is derived 

.trom the endoderm. This layer serves the life-sustaining 

functiOn.s of respiration, digestion and heart rate and 

pertains to the hindbrain ( meduJJa, pon.s and 

cerebeJlU m .) This concept of layering, especially the 

inner and outer layers, is important in a di.s::ussi.on of 

body boundaries. 

Kele man refers to the "overbound" structure when 

an individual has rigidi.fi.ed his or her boundaries to 

the point where there is very little feeling, and very 

little receptivn:y to environmental influences. This 

person is over-defended, perha?3 even aggressive. BY 

cootrast an "underoound" structure suggests a state of 

collar,se, where boundaries are amorphous, allowing 

little prtt.ection against external forces. Here, 

feelings may be experienced as overwhelmmg and 

diffi.cuJt to contain. This "underbound" individual tends 

to play the victim role, while his "overbound" 

counteqart takes on t he role of the blamer. 

In a class based m Keleman's work we watched 

a film of protroplasm streaming under a microscope. 

Since there is no external membrane the prtt.oplasm has 

only its inner pulsatory rhythms to give n: form and 
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cohesiveness. When in-:¢ct.ed with caffeine, the 

prctaplasm rigidifies and an movement ceases. When 

in~ed with alcohoi the rhythmic structure turns to 

chaCS and the protoplasm seems to d:u:a:>lve. In either 

case, death occurs. Thus, even this most fundamental 

life form is utter]y dependent upon the crucial balance 

between rigidity and collapse. 

Keleman work systematically explores the gradations 

between these two extremes. Because the in-between zones 

are highly fraught with emd::ioo, mm people tend to 

avoid them. By automatically :flipping from ooe extreme 

to the ether, one can bypas:; the I:X"Oblematic areas. But 

this means sacrificing all that can be learned from this 

"somatic-€ m d::imal processing". 

An internal experience of the puJsatory, 

polyrbythmic movement all through the tody gives r:ise to 

a feeling of satisfaction. Perhap:, this mctility is the 

elusi.ve oneness with the body of which Morris Berman 

deplores the lOS3. But our society d:is:.rusts this 

pulsatory feeling, ana mitigates against the 

"subversive" animal excite rnent which accompanies :it. 

As an aJtemative to the psychoanalytic 

di.vision of the psyche into ego, id, and superego, 

Keleman speaks in terms of personal., pre-personal and 

PQ:,t-personal. Prepersonal is the realm that is governerl 

by the instinctual forces- the inner layer. The 

Postpersonal relates to all of our external influences 

and "shoulds". The personal level is where we bring the 
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outer and inner forces into balance. 

Working with the Breath 

The two extremes often coexist within the same 

perron, in whom there is an unconscious tendency to use 

a rigid defense S'jste m to protect against being flooded 

with overwhelming emotion. 

I have worked with breathing w:ith such peq,le to 

bring these extremes into .balance. Ll.ke the pu]satory 

rhythm of the protoplasm, inhalation and exhalation 

provide a metaphor for the body's ability to regulate 

the extremes of what I call inflation and deflation. 

As you read this, you may notice the qualities you 

experience in your own body during the breathing cycle. 

Upon inhalation, there is a gentle swelling expansion in 

three dimensions. some people experience this feeling of 

firmness and turgidity as empowering, even exhilarating. 

To others, a deep breath feels constricting, 

rigidifying, perhap:; frightening . 

In Jungian terms, "inflation n means an 

overidentification w:ith the persona and an exaggerated 

sense of seJf-importance. This can lead to abuse of 

J;X)Wer and blindness to others' needs. The flip side of 

inflatim is a sense of meaninglessness when the 

i.dent:i.fication with the persona faJters. The person who 

cannot live up to its standards feels unwc:rthy and empty 

[ Ball & Ncrdby, 1973.) 
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one way my dictionary defines inflated is "puffed-

up, as with pride". In my experience, it is a 

precarious, airborne, almcst reckless feeling that needs 

to be balanced and brought down to earth. 

But the counterpart, deflation, has its own 

pitfalls. Letting the air out of your lungs sofl:ens your 

bcdY, making you more receptive and vulnerable, les5 

protected. It can be a hollow sensation, without a 

cushion of air to defend the tender feelings languishing 

there. If you dwell too long in this "deflated" mode, 

emptiness and fear may begin to overwhelm you. 

Ideally, the natural cycle of breathing balances 

these two extremes, like the swing of a r:enduJum . 

Problems arise when ~chogenic disturbances interfere 

with the smooth functiooing of the respiratory system. 

Bonding and bounding 

And so the pendulum swings back and forth, but 

sometimes to such a pathological degree that the 

consequences can be life-threatening. The infamous 

"borderline" patient is an individual for whom the 

developmental process went awry, and the split between 

good and bad ob~ct, and between good and bad self were 

never resolved. The separation drama is s::>metimes re-

enacted for years in a therapy reJationship. In a 

cyclical manner the therapist can be elevated to the 

status of a god or goddess , only to later become an 
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object of scorn or hatred. Thus the phases of 

"inflation" and "devaluation" alternate. 

Clyde Ford [ 1989] speaks of borderlines in terms 

of their difficuJties wfr.h for ming boundaries. In their 

personal history, "love" has been associated with the 

invasicn of boundaries, as in sexual abuse. These 

patients often feel hurt by any attempt. on the 

therapist's part to set limits, a typical reaction being 

"why are you doing thls to m e?" 

In doing body work w.ith borderlines, Ford 

suggests helping the patient learn to "bound". On a 

physical level, this means developing a sense of one's 

own ~atial boundaries, and then beginning to fully 

inhabit that space. With hancs-on work, the patient can 

learn to set boundaries by being the one to tell the 

therap:iS: when to touch, and when to stop touching. In 

this regard Ford observes that the therap:i.S: may 

sometimes end up in the positicn of having to tell the 

borderline patient "I feel it's time for you to tell me 

to stop touching" . 

This scenario is in marked contrast to a 

narcissistic person who, in Ford's view, is more afraid 

of "bonding". Roughly similar to Keleman's overbound 

personality type, narcissists tend to rigidify to defend 

against the fear of merging. They do not identify with 

the body, which with all its unwieldy feelings is 

perceived as a threat. Being touched, or doing 

synchronous movements in a circle are potential 'merger' 
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. experiences which they may tend to avoid. This tightly

b()Und person needs to begin to bmd, and while there may 

be massive resiS:ance to touch, :it is a suttle means of 

penetrating to the feelings beneath the surface: "What 

if r left my hand here jJst a little bit longer?" the 

therapist might tertative]y :inquire. While a borderline 

patient would want to sustain the touch and would 

experience abandon rnent at t he log; of it, the narcissist 

would generally be loath to continue further. 

In real life of course, people rarely fan so 

neatly into categories: many individuals have difficulty 

with both bonding and boundaries. But identifying this 

as a continuum does he]p substantiate the importance of 

std.king a balance. I hope the reader has recognized a 

common thread in the theoretical paradigms whether they 

refer to m oJding or stiffening, overbound or 

underbound, borderline or narcissist, etc. 

In chaEt:er 1 , I identified three categories of 

body work, namely touch, movement and body process. 

Stanley Keleman's work involves very littJe touch or 

movement: change is produced mainly through increasing 

body awareness - and the· subtle motcric changes that 

evolve fro rn this increased awareness. Clyde Ford's 

awroach uses all three modalities, but touch is of the 

most vital i rnpcttance. 

It :is now ti me to examine a field in which 
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move m ent itself is key. 

Dance-Movement Therapy 

Many dance therapists, such as these I have 

referred to above, have an approach grounded in 

developmental theory. Of course we were already 

breathing, feeling, moving and making sounds long before 

we coulrl talk about it, and trus preverbal realm is 

where the dance therapist has unique skills. 

I have already me rtimed the physical (even 

choreographical) nature of the separation process. It is 

quite possible to disctm the viciffi:itudes of oneness 

and separation while sitting in a chair. One can talk 

about. one's d:i£ficulty maintaining autonomy at work, or 

with parerts, or in an intimate relationship. One can 

proces:, the fear of merging with a therapy group, or the 

lonelines:, of feeling ai;:art and alienated. one can deal 

with transference issues of sacrificing one's own self 

to please a therapist. 

But something different happe,s when separation is 

enacted spat:iaJJy in a room. It is almcst as if we can 

invoke the presence of the mother Berman refers to as 

"frequently al:sent when we needed her, or intrusive when 

we needed to be left alone"[Berman,1989,p.24.] 

I asked the members of a group I was leading to 

take turns instructing the rest of us where to sit or 

stand in the room . They were encouraged to keep 
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maneuvering people clcser and further from them until it 

feJt: jJst right. one woman had never feJt her mct:her to 

be reponsive to her needs for either closenes:; or 

distance: in fact the daughter was generally in the 

pcsition of trying to read her mother's signs. In the 

group experience she see med to revel in the authority to 

pcsition people exactly according to her own wishes, and 

I can still remember the deep concentration with which 

she attuned to her bodily cues to guide this proceS:>. 

Another woman kep: telling us to come closer, until when 

we were right upon her she reported in a di&:ouraged 

tone that she had feJt nothing, as was her tendency. "I 

tum to styrofoa m . " She was aw are th at she had refined 

trus skill during the sexual and physical abuse she 

experienced as a child. But this knowlooge did nct: help 

her in her urgent desire to feel more. 

S:anding so clcse, I yielded to my i mpuJse to 

move a way, and as I did, her 'styrofoa m' structure 

collaE=Sed for a moment . She was caught off guard by the 

spootaneous feelings of loss and abandonment evoked by 

my retreat, and a mazed at how 'real' they felt. 

I have already described how we tend to mo\e in our 

prescribed patterns, which prct:ect us from feeling 

anything new. I will never forget my first dance therapy 

experience in 1978, when I was instructed to move in a 

manner th at I ins:is:ed was "not 'me ' n. The therapist 

looked at me in exasperation and gently inquired, "How 
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will you ever find out who 'you' are, if you never try 

anything that's nct: ~you'?" 

Mary Whitehouse, a seminal dance therapist, 

offers the example of a woman whooe focus was 

cootinually upward, as if her movement existed in a 

cloud above her head. In terms of Effort-Shape analysis, 

(which I will diocuss shortly) her movements were 

perpetua]]y light, free, indirect and sustained. Even 

when Mary asked her to move with her fists clenched, she 

managed to retain this floating quality. But after 

staying with this new movement quality for awhile, a 

change transpired. "Her expres;ion became one of intense 

sorrow and strain .•. (her] whole body turned and pitched 

downward in a violent fall, and she burst into long 

sots. A barrier had been pierced, a dam broken, her 

body had pitched her into feeling" [ Whitehouse, 1958, 

p.27.] 

I wiS'l to re mark here that dra mat:ic occurrences 

such as the above are not inst.ant cures; rather, they 

may represent a breakthrough to the possibility of 

feeling with awareness, or perhaps the beginning of a 

therapeutic alliance. 

Let us momentarily accept the thesis that our old, 

familiar movement patterns he]p defend us against the 

disturbing emctic:ns that new movements might stir up. To 

ot:serve and ana]yze these id:i.csyncratic patterns, 

dance therapists have access to a Sj&.e m of movement 

description called Effort-Sh~e. Rudolf Laban develcped 
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this system in the 193o's and 40's, origina]]y as a 

means of nct:ating dance, to counterbalance the ephemeral 

nature of this art form. 

Even mere importantly, in my <:pinion, Effort-Shape 

analysis provides a more balanced view of the full range 

of movement possibilities, in order to assess which ones 

might be over- or under-€mphasized. Laban :is reputed to 

have a "good track re(X)rd" in distinguishing between 

categories of mental illness. 

The four effort factors are: 

FLOW 

WEIGHT 

TIME 

SPACE 

which can be 

which can be 

which can be 

which can be 

BOUND or FREE 

STRONG or LIGHT 

SU DD EN or SU STAINED 

DIRECT or INDIRECT 

In order to show how all movements are CX)mp-_-:ised of 

these four factors, I will give so me non-dance 

illustrations from everyday life. 

FLOW :is related to the degree of tensioo and 

relaxation. Free flow :is not always the ideal; the image 

of a "bull in a china shop" suggests an inapproi;:ri.ate 

use of free fl.ow. Tasks s.ich as threading a needle or 

carrying a cup of hot coffee require bound flow. H oldi.ng 

back emction and then suddenly "f]ying off the handle" 

:is an example of bound flow changing to free flow. An 

example of the reverse would be making a sp::,ntaneous, 

expansive gesture and then knocking something over and 
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:freez:ing mto rigidity. Often the change is more 

gradual, and there are infinite variations between the 

extremes, as is the case with all the elements. 

w EIG HT that is strong or light can be 

represented by the difference between pushing a piano or 

a delicate paper flower. some people invariably 

move themselves, other people, and obj:!cts like either 

:fragile paper flowers or intractable grand piana:;. When 

people "feel strmgly" or "take a firm stand" they 

generally use their boqt weight to support their 

statemerts. Strong weight cbes not necessarily re::Iuire 

bound flow, · as illustrated by the free swing of an axe 

or a baseball. bat. And weight can be light with round 

flow, as in picking up splinters of glass or helpmg an 

frail eJderly person cros.s the street. 

TIME can be sustained or sudden. A person mching 

along a cliff will make sustained movemE!"lts but upon 

lcsing her balance would make sudden j:!rks to regain 

balance. People often operate in different time frames; 

to illustrate this I would ask two people to enact a 

scene in which A is frantically asking directions of B 

who is lazily enjoying some 1..111&ructured free time. 

How one relates to the SPACE surrounding oneself 

can be exe mplifi.ed by getting through a crowd of people. 

To move indirectly, you might ease your way through any 

small openings. To move directly, you might see a narrow 

lane that you can dash through. The space factor has a 
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ld: to do with focus, or attention, which can be 

directed either inward or outward. 

The "Effort" part of Effort-shape has to do with 

hoW the body concentrates :its exertion, while the 

"Shape" comp.:ment dea1s with how the body forms itself 

in space. The Shape qualities include RISE / SINK , 

ADVANCE/ RETREAT, and NARROW/ WIDEN (or GROW / SHRINK) 

and each of these occupies a di.s::mct plane: vertical, 

saggital or horizontal, respectively. 

The emcticnal impact of these qualities can be 

explored by trying out various oombinations. For 

example, if you are instructed to "Rise, Advance, and 

Narrow" you may notice how your body fee)s inside, or 

what/who :it reminds you of. And if a partner plays Sink, 

Narrow and Retreat", what kind of movement duet emerges? 

Penny Lewis (1984) correlates these three Shape 

components with ob~ct relations stages. In the 

sy m bi.ctic phase the horizontal plane predominates with 

:its emphasis on widening and narrowing; the nursing 

infant grows toward the breast to suck and shrinks a way 

to swallow, in a rhythmic cycle. In the practicing 

subphase of separation-individuation, the vertical plane 

takes CNer, as the baby's whole thrust is towards 

becoming upright. Then during rapprochement, th~ 

saggital plane is emphasized with the forward-and-back 

movement so typical of toddlers- moving forward to 

explore the environment, then returning to the parent 

for reassurance. 
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This premise is valuable a,; a possible indicator 

of where the fixation points lie in a given individual. 

ouring a dance improvisatioo one may be instructed to 

move only forward and back, as if in a tunnel, only up 

and down as if in a vertical tube- or ooly side to side 

like in a shotting gallery. How freely one can move in 

each pla'le, as well as what feelings or images arise -

these can provide useful informatioo to the dance 

therapist. 

Elaine Siegel points out the pitfalls in 

superficially assigning specific meaning to movement 

behaviors without attending to psychodyna mies. For 

instance, a shallow breathing pattern may indicate 

autism, or :it might be a result of a child learning to 

hold his breath to ward off anxiety during his parents' 

fights. As an another example, the locked knees of a 

schizophrenic may suggest the lack of a fully-developed 

body image, while in a neurctic, the same symptom might 

indicate a conversion hysteria. lh bct:h examples, there 
. 

is a vast difference in the develq>mental level 

attained, and consequantly, in appropriate interventions 

[ Siegel, 1979. ] 

Joan Naess [ 1982] pootulates that individual dance 

therapy clients literally "move through" ob~ct 

relations pha,;es, using the therapist as ob~ct. 

Naturally there is great d:i.vers:ity here, as oo me clients 

need more or les;; time to r~negctiate a particular 
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phase. 

TO illustrate this concept, let us imagine a 

client who st;:ends the initial sessions in the autistic 

phase, apparently remct:.e from the therapist, or perhaps 

superficially eager to please. Gradually the client may 

begin to gravitate towards movement experiences 

characteristic of symbiCEis: mirroring, synchronous 

rhythmic movements, or even the clcse physLcal contact 

of rocking. This phase m ay last for months, setting 

the stage for the separation process itS:1£, with its 

sutphases of differentiation, practicing, rapprochement 

and ob~ct constancy. Under the watchful gaze of the 

therapist, the client may try out tender and violent 

gestures, clcse and distant proximity, "'shadowing and 

darting away,' expressing the need for reassurance that 

she is still there (that the ob~ is ntt los:) and 

that at the same time because she is there, self

autonomy is not lost" [ Naeffi, 1982, p.46.] Rapprochement 

can be conceived of as "re-approaching" the obj:?ct, 

after having experienced the uJti.m ate impcm:ibility of 

endless onenes.s. And dance therapy pays tribute to the 

original spatial nature of the separatioo proceg:; . 

While movement is by definition fundamental to 

dance therapy, several theoreticians emphasize the 

necessity of integrating what is happening on a 

cognitive level as wen. overly intense emct.im can be 

discharged or rechanneled through physical movement, but 

the relief gained from "dancing out" negative feeJings 
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:Ls short-lived unless the dance expression is 

unaerstooo [ Fletcher,1979.] In tther words, in dance 

therapy the mind is j.Ist as important as the body. 

Authentic movement is a form of dance therapy 

that serves as a tri.dge not on]y between mind and oody, 

bUt between consciousnes5 and the unccnscious. It was 

:in,spired by c.G.Jung's practice of active imagination. 

When Jung would venture into the unconscious, he feJt it 

very important to coocretize the experience in oome 

form. In his case, this meant writing, painting or 

masonry, but he also pcstulated that dance could be 

used for ttris purpose. [ Jungr, 19 35. ) Movement therapists 

such as Mary Whitehouse, Janet Adler and Joan Chodorow 

have accepted Jung's challenge, and authentic mo\e ment 

(or movement-in-depth) is one result. 

In its simplest form , authentic movement requires 

a mover and a witness. The mover, with eyes clc:sed, 

begins to move only when she receives an im a:.3e or an 

impuJse from the uncxmsciouse. The witness simply watches 

and after wards shares her personal reactions to what she 

saw. 

The simplicity is deceptive, however. For the 

mover to enter the unconscious , the witne.ES mus: carry a 

larger resp::>nsiliility for consciousness. She cannot 

Wi.tneES as effectively until she has thcroughly 

experienced "being seen" herself, and has internalized 

the witnes;;, much as a child internalizes its m d:her . 
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A background in p:;ychcx::lynamic process, the the 

psychology of movement, developmental µ,ychology, and 

psychoanalytic theory is aJso invaluable. According to 

Janet Adler, "such knowledge rides immediately behind 

and informs her intuitive capacity to know, to see and 

to hear the presence of her own body and the body of her 

mover" [ Adler, undated manuscript, p.6.] 

There are so me interesting parallels between 

authentic movement and classical psychoanalysis. In 

beth, the clierr does not see the other, and this seems 

to facilitate the stream of free-associations, whether 

expressed through speech or movement. Both require long 

term treatment to allow "regression in service of the 

ego." Beth reJy heavily on transference and 

countertransference and are mcst effective with 

individuaJs with sufficient ego strength to tolerate 

sustained expcEUre to the unconscious. 

Whitehouse (1979] describes the difference between 

movement directed by the ego (I am moving) and that 

which comes from the unconscious (I am being moved.) 

There are indeed people who exemplify the .latter, who 

move w:ith little conscious awareness; who are 

continually "being moved." Mcst dancers, however are 

familiar only with the former state, having spent years 

Perfecting the ability to choose and control each 

movement they make. 

When the ego momentarily surreooers its conscious 

control, the experience can be bumbling and freeing for 
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the dancer. Bllt the rawnes; of this inner-directed 

movement, drenched in emotion, can be d:is::oncerti.ng to 

these who chedsh perfection and control. conocious and 

unccnscious are joined in the moment when "moving" and 

•being moved" come together, nd: unlike the moment in 

psychotherapy when an intellectual infil.ght is 

accompanied by a rush of em ction. 

Gay Cheney was a professicnal dancer when she 

began studying with Mary Whitehouse, and she spent the 

f:i..rst few weeks as a "legless creature, 9iuirming, 

rolling, pushing and pulling, sliding and slithering" 

{ Cheney, p.65) trying to tune out the inner voice that 

said "W~ get up, stupid, and move. You're a dancer" 

in order to listen to a deeper impulse. She gradually 

navigated the developmental passa:Jes until one day she 

fi.naJly found herself upright. " My eyes flew open. There 

was Mary, knowing and prood. Nodding, she said, 'what a 

tremendous thing- to stand, entirely alone, on your own 

two feet!'" [Cheney, p.65. ) 

The floor itself can, in fact " [take] oo aspects 

of the maternal intro::¢ct which forbid exploration and 

demanded almc:Et complete relinquishmmt of autonomy" 

[Lewis, 1984, p.54. ) Lewis was able to he]p a client 

experience the floor as something she could leave and 

return to, by experimenting with leaping and jJmping. 

I am re minded of a perscnal experience I once had while 

trying to feel more grounded, trying to feel the contact 
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with the floor which always eluded me. suddenly, I 

vividlY experienced the balls of my feet cringing upward 

away from the earth, like an individuating child 

stiffening away from her mct.her's breast. Mary 

whitehouse [ 1979] describes a profotndly evocative 

wcckmop in which the polarities of up/down were 

explored, along with the image "The earth is my met.her, 

The sky is my father." Alexander Lowen, in emphasizing 

the importance of strengthening the legs and feet, 

asserts that "the independence of all aduJt organisms is 

maintained by their dependent relationship to the 

universal mother, the ea.rth" [ Lowen, 1958, p .187.] 

Ih the deep investigation of the preverbal realm 

involved in dance therapy, the patierrt: naturally 

transfers maternal qualities to the therapist. Dance 

therapists have been uniquely successful at m aldng 

cootact with highly regressed or autistic individuaJs by 

facilitating this transference through movement. Susan 

Sandel cautions that therapists must be aware of their 

own mtthering styles in this regard. Some therapists, 

like s:>me met.hers are more comfortable with the 

S'J mbi.ttic phase, and feel anxious at signs of 

independence. They may inadvertantly diocourage atte mEtS 

at individuation, for example by relying too heavily on 

unisoo activities or a circle formation. Others tend to 

hurry the patiert: (or infant) premature.ly towards 

independence [sande11980.] It is in my cpini.on quite a 

challenge to discern whether a patient breaking away 
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from the group js a heaJtty s:gn of sep:rration

individuation or an indication of resis:ance to 

syrnb.i.asis. Knowing the patient's history helps. 

The circle formaticn, widely used in dance 

therapy groups, creates a holding environment which is 

undifferentiated and can feel safe, nurturing, and 

prctective to s::::hizophrenic patients such as these 

with whom Sandel works. When patients show a readiness 

to leave the circle - perbap:; to experiment with leading 

a group, working with a partner, or with tea ms- other 

forms of structure must bero me available to them to he]p 

keep anxiety at a tolerable leveL Sandel pcstuJates 

that this can be accomplished effectively through a 

dramatic context, for exa rnple using contrasting roles to 

provide a structure. 

Embodiment in Drama Therapy 

In dram a therapy there js an opportunity to 

literally embody new or forgctten aspects of the self. 

Often in drama therapy and psychodrama however, I see 

bodies being pcs:i.ti..oned in the room, with little 

empha:;is on movement or the oomatic experience of 

emctioo. In the p:;ychodra ma technique of "doubling", the 

double js supf;X)sed to take oo the booy pc:sture and 

breathing of the prctag:::>nis: in order to more 

empathically express the latter's inner feeling state. 
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yet this somatic level of awareness is often plcyed 

cbwn. 

It :is a challenge to bridge the gap between drama 

and movement. I find this to be the case beth in the 

groups I lead and in my own personal creative 

expression. When roles and dialogue are involved, 

movement grinds to a halt . When dance is the focus, it 

can distract from what's going on internally. 

David Read Johnson is a drama therapist and 

researcher who see ms to bridge this gap, effecti \ely, 

perhaES because his work is developmentally-based. Each 

drama therapy session reiterates the stages of human 

cCX311itive development, in an attempt to ally the group 

members on a primary level and decrease resistance. For 

example, the session begins with p.ire sound and 

movement, remini.s:::ent of the sen.sorimotor stage. 

Gradually images and roles develop, indicative of the 

symbolic stage. Finally words are introduced, ushering 

in the reflective stage. (Johnson alro maintains that 

initially a group requires more structure, less 

complexity, less interperscnal demand, and less intense 

emction.) [Johnson, 1982.] 

Watching Johnson work, I have seen a movement or 

gesture be passed around the circle, as each group 

member adds something of their own, until it becomes a 

palpmle S'jmbol of the group process. Participants seem 

to draw feelings and images out of their bodies so that 
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the collective ego strength of the group can contain and 

transform them 

c oncretizatim 

In my own clinical experience as a drama 

therapist I have witnessed the power in concretizing or 

embodying an image or idea. A patient can talk about 

feeling JiJ<e "half a person" after the death of a 

significant other. Alternatively, &!he can dramatize 

speaking to the deceased loved one in the therapy room , 

and ask to have all the lest parts of herseJf returned. 

o~en patients seem e mbarressed when told to ccncretize 

intangible gualiti.es (in trus case to pantomime 

reclaiming back into their rodies the forsaken aspects 

of themselves.) They would be mere comfortable jJst 

talking atout it instead of acting it out. But I have 

found that em bodying the experience provides an enduring 

visual and kinsthetic image which will be re membered. 

Recently a patient with multiple perscna.1:ity dis:lrder 

reminded me of some work we had done during her 

ad mission years earlier. T.tris woman uses dissociatioo 

ramp:mtly, and especially during therapy group:;, to 

defend against horrifying early memories. Yet she could 

vividly recall, wil:.h full affect a scene in which we 

represented the family car and the patient negct.i.ating 

With her husband about who was in the driver's seat 

(both literally and figuratively.) 
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working wfrh the oreambody 

Amokl Mindell [ 19 85] is a Jungian analyst who 

feeJs that the body's messages can be interpreted and 

ampli.fied, much as one would work with a dream. Jung 

himself hinted that archetypes may have 

~chobiologi.cal structure [ Rcssi,1986,p.l 79) , and 

marvelled at the oomatic manifestations of psychological 

events [Jung,1976,p.88] . currently Mindell (like the 

dance therapists) is elaborating on so me of the 

theories for which Jung laid the groundwork. 

a 

Many terminally ill patients have come to 

Mindell beca.ise medical interventions have failed to 

he]p them . Mindell views the tumor or ct.her symptom as 

an entity w:ith an important me:sage, rather than as an 

arbitrary nuisance. He has he]ped hundreds of patierts 

with this approach. His awroach does nct: use specified 

techniques, but relies on the therapist's irt:u:itioo and 

the patient's own unique process. It encompasses touch, 

movement, di.al03ue, imagery and playful interactim. 

The concep:. of the "drea. mbody" first occurred 

to Mindell whiJe working with a patient who was dying 

of stomach cancer. When asked to focus on his 

propriocepo:ve experience of the pain, this patiert 

described it as oomething in his stomach wanting to 

explode. Through amplify:mg the sensatioo, he became 

aware of his desire to expl<XE- that he had never 
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really expre59ed himself :in his file. He als:J had a 

area m in which he had an incurable illness and the 

medicine for it was like a bomb. mdeed, the only 

medicine that couJd help him was to learn to explode 

more. 

Mindell suddenly realized that the man's dream and 

body experience were mirroring each other. In effect one 

could conceive of them as the same entity, and he 

coined the t erm "drea rn bcdy" to express this 

[ Mindell,1985] . 

An irnpcrtant facet of dreambody work :is something 

Mindell caJls "channel switching". There are various 

channels of perception, ranging fro rn hearing to feeling 

to seeing to moving. A person will spontaneously switch 

channeJs when one mode of experience becomes too 

intense. 

When a patient seems suddenly resistant, it may 

be useful to consider that s/he might have switched to a 

different channeL For example, m a kinesthetic mode a 

patient may be more inclined towards expression through 

movement , whereas in a pr~riocept:ive channels/he might 

seem more introverted and withdrawn. m the latter 

instance there might be acce:B to so me rich inner 

experience. 

Indi. viduaJs do vary in their pred:ispcsi.tion to 

favor a certain rncdality; some are more visually

oriented, others more auditory, and so forth. However, 

developing the unused channels of a warene:B can yield 
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new information and deepening of feeling. 

Minden has observed that when the proprioceptive 

channel overloads, as when pain tecomes unbearable, a 

sw:itch to the visual channel can occur and the pain is 

transformed. Once when he instructed a woman to amplify 

and describe her severe sto roach cram:i;s, she began to 

describe them as bright and fiery wfr.h red and orange 

colors. This showed him that she was trying to change 

channeJs, and he told her to stop moving her arms, w:ith 

which she had been gesturing as she described her 

sensations. At this point she was able to fully receive 

the visual image, (in which a man was born in a fire and 

given infccmation oo how to live) and this vision came 

to have a tremendous impact on her life. 

Miro.en explains: "She was not sick. Ber dreambody 

was appearing to her, it wanted her full attenti.on ... in 

order to inform her about her persrnal myth, her road in 

life and the meaning of her eri:tence."[ Mindell, 1985, 

p.4 7] • 

somaticization can be a tremendous obstacle in 

psychotherapy. In my work in an inpatient psychiatric 

setting, patients learn that the functi.oo of somatic 

symp:o ms can be to heJp render di.ffu::ult emotions 

unccnscious. Yet the physical di.s::omfort is still there, 

and it is very real and very debilitating. Many of these 

patients have suffered from being told that the pain is 

"a]]. in your head." 
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Mindell's approach validates the body symptoms by 

working w :ith them directly, while si. m uJtaneously 

exploring their psychogenic origins. 

DreaII11s and the Body 

nrea m work is a time-honored traclli:ion in 

pstchotherapy, and tends to be conducted verbally for 

the mcst part. some dreams actually crntain words: bits 

of dialogue, odd names, etc. Generally dreams have a 

strong non-verbal component as well, with vivid imagery, 

idia,yncratic sounds and move merts , and indescribable 

feeling-tones. TO me it has always made sense to work 

with these images directly through sound, movement, and 

pictures instead of immediately translating them into 

the verbal "channel" (to borrow Mindell' s term again). 

It can be frustrating to work with dreams, 

because while they seem laden with meaning, they often 

defy rational understanding. And trying to "figure out" 

the dream :intellectually can ro meti mes alienate one 

further from the dream's essence. I believe dreams carry 

a mUltiplicity of meanings, and the "correct" one is 

that which is mcst useful to the person's life at a 

given time. 

I prefer to get clcser to the truth contained in 

the dream through a correspondingly non-rational means. 

While I do use a variety of techniques involving words 

and pictures, the approach to dreams that I treasure 
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most involves movement and enactment. 

Taking on the role of a person or ob~ct in the 

area m, perhaµ; narrating the dream from that 

perspective, can produce fresh insight. This can be done 

quite effectively sitting in a chair and re]ying on 

words and dialogue. 

But embodying the dream image means letting 

yourself temporarily become t he part of you that was 

represented in the dream . We brought our dreams in to 

the aforementioned class based on s-tanley Keleman' s 

work. Using Keleman drea mwork techniques, it was not 

unusual to hear a dream told from the perspective of the 

"swim ming pool part of me" or the "gang.:ter" or "bride" 

or whatever manifested itself in the area m. 

sometimes a dream was presented in which the 

area mer found herself moving through a house. I regan to 

see the house as a symbol not only of the persona1ity, 

but of the body- the body-self. More than once, the 

area mer discovered a new room that she had never known 

existed; in ooe case a light, spacious one with a grand 

piano in it. I felt strange]y awestruck and humbled by 

these reports. There we were, a group of people joined 

together in our com m on desire to open up the shut-cbw n 

regions of our bodies. The unconscious provides 

such bourtiful imagery to aid in this quest. And in my 

own dreams, even if I only re member fragmentary traces, 

there is usually a distinct memory of a house, so vivid 
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that r want to sketch the Jayout of the rooms. 

Shortly after this, a Dream Theater workshcp was 

presented at my house. T!hi.s is a form of dream work in 

which dreamers are shown how to invite the dream image 

into their bodies, and explore how they would feel, 

move, breathe, speak, etc. when embodying this 

particular aspect of themselves. 

In this case, we lay with our eyes clooed while 

the designated dream er related his area mer in the first 

person, present tense. We all tried to "enter" the 

dream, in which a small. child had been entombed in a 

concrete wall of a house, and the dream er left the house 

after exchanging angry words with a man there who he 

sensed was responsible. The leader kept instructing the 

drea mer to "drop into his belly." As the dream er was a 

close friend, I knew this area of his bo~ was full of 

p~ murky feelings, and to "drop into it" was 

easier said than done. 

My friend was trying to continue the dream , to 

find out for sure what was inside that bulging coocrete 

wall. He knew he mt.5t re-enter the room and confront 

the man, but he could not bring himself to do so. He 

remained outside. Alm oot an hour passed, as we shared 

his a:mfli.ct between the need for confrontation and the 

horror; we never did act out the dream. For days, I 

could not stop thinking: "That room is his belly ..• all 

of the feelings buried in that wall. No wonder he 

couldn't go into it." 
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perhats this was true for him , perhap:; net.. 1 only 

know that the following week, I began to feel like a new 

room had opened up in my own body. suddenly there was a 

space in my Jower abdomen that I could breathe into, and 

it felt satisfying, nourishing ( my image was of a bowl 

of homemade ooup, or warm p::>rridge.) I had never even 

been aware that there was teraion in my belly that was 

interfering with my breathing, until its new absence 

became so ccnspicuous. It was, still is, the most 

col!lforting fee.ling- like being soothed and caressed 

from within my own body with each breath. 

the cibcage walls creak and expand 
jJst enough to let the soul slip back in 
like sunlight this house is ]it from w:ithin 
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C onclusi.on 

As I reach the end, I can feel in my body the 

hours 1've spent scrunched up in front of the word 

proceg;or, :in between time:; when my body comes alive to 

uncoil :into dance, to make a cup of tea or some food, to 

stretch out on the bed, or to drive myself to wcrk. All 

of these m otion.s provide me with fresh data and an 

:increased sensitivity to the subtleties of my body's 

moods. 

I took on this subject because :it has mattered to 

me for a long time, and I wanted to learn more about 

emotions and the body. The work has infiltrated my body 

:in the past year, as I hoped it would. When I dance, I 

still neglect to feel sometime:;, but I know the 

difference now. I notice when my breathing is shallow, 

or my feet cringe away from the earth. After all, for 

these th:ings to change without awareness would be 

useless to me. I am content and grateful to take my time 

ti me notic:ing what I do, and LD1derstandi.ng why. 
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so I prowl around this body-house, unsure of 
the way in or if I really want to be there. After 
all, my hornelessnes;; has been a source of comfort 
to me, and my numbing vagrant status is so 
familiar. From the outside looking in, I can see 
all the lovely things in there, as well as the 
pain of truth. 

But despite the danger that drove me out long 
ago, I am always drawn back to this pJace. There :is 
something in there that still belongs to me, that 
has been sheltered and kept whole by this physical 
structure. 

I knew r'a come back for it someday. 
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